


The designers at Reflections Copenhagen feel it’s time for this 
gladsome season to begin and are therefore tremendously 
excited to introduce their new Spring Summer 2022 collection. 
This new and decorative collection has been inspired by the idea 
that it’s time to celebrate. With their warm greens, peachy pinks 
and bright, warm yellows, the festive collection will surely 
inspire you to get in the mood for a jubilation.

FESTIVE COLLECTION



12,7 X 12 CM



RALEIGH VASE

As life continues to change around us and we are continuously 
challenged, stop up and take a moment to admire this striking 
vase from Reflections Copenhagen’s new collection.  This vase 
represents the initiative we all must take to sustain beauty in 
our lives and land in the right place. 
The designers at Reflections Copenhagen have been inspired by 
the architectural development of the grid pattern from Raleigh, 
North Carolina, and have managed, within the crystal arrange-
ment, to create intersections and orthogonal geometrical pat-
terns.  This urban motivated vase comes in two striking colour 
combinations.
With its ice-blocked appearance and colourful festival feel, this 
carefully handcrafted vase will be a showcase wherever place.  
Not only will the vase compliment any flower arrangement, but 
it can also stand alone to be admired for a work of art.



15 CM



CHELSEA TALL GLASSES

The designers at Reflections Copenhagen are thrilled to intro-
duce two new glasses within their crystal glass collection, the 
Chelsea tall drinks glass.  Reflection Copenhagen have managed 
to incorporate the gem facetted coloured base to their diamond 
engraved crystal glass.  
The milky mint and bright yellow bevelled base will spruce up 
any drink.  If these two handcrafted glasses don’t put you in the 
mood to hold a dinner party, we don’t know what will.  These 
glasses come as a set of two and will match a wide range of our 
crystal glasses.  



17,5 X 13 X 6,5 CM



HORSE BOOKEND

Horses have been important figures in mythology and folklore of 
many cultures, as well as in people’s personal lives.  The spiritu-
al meaning of a horse was considered to be of courage, integrity, 
perseverance and power.  In ancient cultures, horses were gifted 
to emperors and kings because they were symbols of triumph and 
success.  And one can only conclude that the designers at Refle-
ctions Copenhagen have created a triumphant work of art with 
their stunning and magical bookend.

This enchanting bookend is carefully made-up of different co-
loured hand-cut crystals.  It is both decorative and functional.  
Use it to help keep your books upright or enhance your mantle-
piece. This bookend is truly a magnum opus. 



17,5 X 13 X 6,5 CM



VIRGINIA BOWL
The Virginia bowl is an invitation to celebrate that Spring has 
finally arrived and symbolises the awakening and renewal of a 
fresh start.  This bowl has the appearance of a solid slab of ice 
that has carefully been placed on a facetted and diamond engra-
ved green square.  The sunlight refracts remarkably through the 
crystal and creates an infinity of patterns.  This bowl can be used 
as a piece of decoration or to put your scrumptious treats in.



20 X 20 X 15,5 CM



HALIFAX BOWL

This Halifax bowl evokes the style and glamour of the 1920’s 
and 1930’s and oozes contemporary charm.  The colour combi-
nation is carefully composed and reflects the changing of times.
With its pleasing harmony in the flowing lines of the crystals, 
this bowl is well sized and practical.
It takes time and skill to create this hand-cut crystal bowl and it 
is both decorative and functional at the same time.

This milky white gem facetted base contrasts elegantly with the 
delicate and exquisitely coloured plum band that securely holds 
the remarkable bowl.  This bowl will make all your treats irre-
sistible. 



19,5 X 14 X 15 CM



WILSON ICEBUCKET
The vintage inspired ice bucket is perfect for the sparkling mo-
ments.  Entirely made of hand-crafted crystals this bucket is en-
tirely determined by its elegance.
This three-dimensional ice bucket has a cylinder bowl inside to 
hold the ice pieces within the cube.  The bodacious lid makes 
this bucket a showpiece.  With the solid piece of striking black 
crystal, the designers at Reflections Copenhagen added a soft, 
peachy pink piece of crystal that is shaped like a segment of 
a circle, giving reference to a fan.  The contrasting milky mint 
base, with its hand-carved diamond etched horizontal lines, gi-
ves the bucket a feeling of magnitude.  The smoky grey diamond 
shaped crystal pieces on the side of the bucket gives reference to 
the carnivalesque feel.  
This ice bucket makes a fabulous addition to any dining table 
setting and will surely be admired by all your guests.



14 X 14 X 11 CM



HOPE BOWL

The Hope bowl is designed to bring greater joy to our day-to-
day lives.  The shape of this bowl has been created with great at-
tention to detail.  The diamond engraved zigzags along the sides 
of the bowl highlight the triangular shape of the crystal bowl, 
while it accentuates the milky mint green band that hold it.  The 
milky rose base is a delicate colour choice that the designers at 
Reflections Copenhagen have chosen to enhance the feeling of 
optimism and positivity.

The Hope bowl comes in two sizes and colour combinations and 
can therefore be paired up with the large Hope bowl or set alone.



16 X 16 X 9,5 CM



HOPE BOWL LARGE

The Hope bowl is designed to bring greater joy to our day-to-
day lives.  The shape of this bowl has been created with great at-
tention to detail.  The diamond engraved zigzags along the sides 
of the bowl highlight the triangular shape of the crystal bowl, 
while it accentuates the plum red band.  The milky base con-
trasts elegantly with the delicate and exquisitely coloured plum 
band as well as the clear crystal bowl that it securely holds.

The Hope bowl comes in two sizes and colour combinations and 
can therefore be paired up with the smaller one or placed alone.  
Reflections Copenhagen also suggest that you can pair the large 
Hope bowl together with the Halifax bowl, which has similar 
colour combinations.


